As a part of observance of “Ek Bharat Shrestha Bharat Day”, an Open Quiz among the students of Tripura University was organised by the Tripura University Quiz Club (Qphoria) on 3rd March, 2020 at 3pm in the Hall of the Department of Integrated Masters Degree, Academic Building XI, Tripura University.

The topic of the quiz was “Culture and heritage of Bihar”.

About 40 students from different departments participated in the Quiz.

Dr. Indraneel Bhowmik, Associate Professor of the Department of Economics, Tripura University was the Quizmaster. Mr. Muneendra Mishra, Hindi Officer, Tripura University also asked a few questions and gave some valuable information on Bihar to the students.

The correct answers of almost all the questions were given by the students and they received Pens as prizes.
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Dr. Indraneel Bhowmik, the Quizmaster
Mr. Muneendra Mishra provided valuable information on History and culture of Bihar

The event was a perfect mix of information and fun